Nestle's REVOLUTIONARY INVENTION IN PERMANENT WAVING

Mr. C. E. Alston, Nestle's, the originator of permanent waving and inventor of the Nestle Ten-Minute, is one of the foremost hair staining and wave specialists in the world. His inventions and wigs have made the name "Nestle" the world's authority on hair waving and waving wigs.

WHAT IS YOUR NUMBER?—

—THE NESTLE TEXT-O-METER WILL FIND IT

Now—your hair will be pond before permanent waving! Now—your hair will be permanently waved according to the individual requirements — and according to your own taste in wave ever!

No longer need your hair-waver wave your hair by persuasion. Your scientific knowledge takes its place. No longer need you fear over-treatment of the hair, which means an ugly "strip" or hair-breakage—or under-treatment of the hair, which means a wave that soon disappears.

At last you can have a permanent wave that is uniquely your own — that is as safe as it is beautiful, because your hair is treated in advance! The Nestle Ten-Minute, the instrument that reads your hair, makes it still possible. It is revolutionary permanent waving!

No wonder thousands of hairdressers have already equipped their salons with this extraordinary new invention. Let your hairdresser discover your "number" on the Nestle Text-o-Meter! Please her for an appointment for your trend waving — today!

Nestle's — the greatest name in Hair Science — also offer the following new inventions — in both permanent and temporary waving — exclusive to Nestle:

1. Bexel's Magic Wax—strengthens the hair to the root, while giving it a natural air-dry appearance.
2. Wexel's Volumizer—gives your hair a greater flow, with a beautiful roundness at the ends.
3. Bexel's Magic Wax—strengthens the hair to the root, while giving it a natural air-dry appearance.
4. Wexel's Volumizer—gives your hair a greater flow, with a beautiful roundness at the ends.

DULIN & MARTIN

REMOVAL SALE

Tomorrow and Saturday—
CLEAN-UPS at little Cost:

Wadd's Waxer and Polisher
Reduced from $5 to $3.50
Eliminates all stepping when reducing the floor. Consists of felt pad on long handle for applying the wax which leaves a natural finish used for polishing.

The New Bissell Carpet Sweeper
Cleans, dries, locks in dust.; covers as much with less effort. Reduced from $5.00 to $4.50

Sweep Trash Brush
All-metal, enclosed trash brushers that keep trash invisible and prevent quacks from flying. A special value at $2.50.

Good Garden Hose
The strongest of its price. Made in England—all in one piece. Reduced from 20c to 16c.

Brighton Garbage Pails
1-gallon size of heavy galvanized iron with light electro-cast copper. New. Reduced from 75c to 60c.

Silver Polisher, at 25% Discount
D. W. 3c Polisher
Wedge's Silver Cream
Gallop's Silver Soap

Wizard Floor Oil & Furniture Polish
Friday and Saturday 25% Off
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DULIN & MARTIN

Serving Washington for over THREE-QUARTERS of A CENTURY

1216-18 G Street